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Challenge
Statement
Adopt best utility practices
and offer new services to
help customers stay current
on bills and pay off debt to
avoid disconnection
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Overview: Growing Utility Debt
The entire world has suffering through the pandemic for more than a year. In the
U.S., the economic toll on Americans has been uneven. Certain sectors of the
economy have experienced greatly depressed employment. Newly unemployed
consumers lack income for basic household expenses. To prevent the disconnection
of utility services for non-payment of utility bills, utilities and state regulators quickly
enacted a moratorium on shutoffs. Some people stopped paying utility bills.
The utility sector is now facing a debt crisis. Past-due utility accounts total $35 billion
or more. In late 2020, we explored debt issues in a consumer survey. Recently, DEFG
designed another consumer survey to examine the depth of the debt crisis and to
gauge consumer interest in alternative utility practices. As soon as we reviewed the
survey responses, we posed more questions in a second consumer survey.
The findings from the two consumer surveys presented here are both sobering and
hopeful. The debt crisis may be even worse than we estimated last year. On the
other hand, consumers seem willing to welcome alternatives that give them control
as well as the tools to manage household debt to utilities.
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U.S. Employment and Household Debt
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Employment by Wage Range
• Employment remains
down from where it
started a year ago

In the United States, as of January 20, 2021, employment rates among workers in the bottom
wage quartile decreased by 28.2% compared to January 2020 (not seasonally adjusted).

• Low wage jobs (less than
$27,000 defines bottom
quartile) are in the worst
shape: down 28% since
January 2020
• All three wage segments
saw an uptick in
employment following
the first stimulus checks

Source: https://tracktherecovery.org/
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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U.S. Household Debt Before & During COVID
U.S. households were facing massive debt prior
to pandemic
• Non-housing debt, particularly student loans
and auto loans, has exploded since 2013
• Mortgage debt began climbing in 2013 after it
hit a low point following the 2008 recession
• Federal Reserve found that 37% of adults
would struggle to fully cover a sudden $400
expense
Throughout the pandemic, debt has fluctuated
• Credit card debt has fluctuated, first rising
and then falling to over $800 billion
• Mortgages consistently rose due to low
interest rates. Mortgages sit over $10 trillion
for the first time since the 2008 peak
Source(s): https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/interactives/householdcredit/data/pdf/HHDC_2020Q4.pdf;
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2020-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2019-dealing-with-unexpected-expenses.htm
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Residential Customers and Utility Debt
Estimates of Arrears:
• As part of the DEFG’s Contingency Planning Research Project in 2020, economist Jay Zarnikau, PhD, created a monthly
model to project electric utility uncollectible expense as $17 billion over the next four years1
• The National Energy Assistance Directors’ Association (NEADA) estimated arrearages at the end of 2020 as $32 billion2;
in a recent interview, the NEADA’s executive director estimate $35-40 billion by the end of March for residential and
small commercial customers3
• The four largest utilities in California have reported arrearages at the end of 2020 as $1.15 billion. Examining EIA data
on electric revenues shows California to have about 6.1% of residential sales in the U.S. Using these proportions to
extrapolate, U.S. arrearages would be $18.9 billion4
• DEFG can apply today’s survey finding that the average utility bill arrearage for three utilities (water, gas and electric) in
each household is $139, and consider the U.S. Census estimate of 120.7 million homes (that pay utility bills), to
estimate total arrearages as $16.8 billion in February 20215
Other Considerations:
• The February cold snap that rocked Texas and other states may increase the customer bills and debt
• Disconnection moratoria for the pandemic and cold weather remain active and may increase arrearage
• Stimulus checks from the federal government are going out and these funds may be applied to arrears
Sources: (1) Zarnikau, Jay, "Further Thoughts on the Impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic on Utility Bill Collections" presented to the UCRC Contingency Planning Research Project, August 18, 2020.
(2) NEADA press release, October 1, 2020. (3) Utility Dive, "Utility customers owe up to $40B in COVID-19 debt, but who will pay it?" December 3, 2020.Quote from NEADA Exec. Dir. Mark Wolfe.
(4) CPUC presentation "Energy Customer Arrears 2020 Status Update and New Order Instituting Rulemaking“ (Data Covering January December 2020) CPUC Public Agenda 3479, February 11, 2021.
(5) U.S. Census estimates and data from the DEFG survey presented March 18.2021.
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Scenarios
Best Case

Worst Case

• Vaccination rates increase; coronavirus
variants are controlled; infections decline
• The economy steadily improves; inflation
rate remains low and stable
• Unemployment declines, especially among
hardest-hit quartile; economy absorbs
people who return to workforce
• Federal stimulus checks are applied to
household debts
• No major surprises

• Vaccinations plateau below herd
immunity; behaviors remain bad; a
fourth wave of infections increases
uncertainty
• Economy is weak; inflation rises
• Unemployment level remains high;
people do not reenter workforce
• Federal stimulus checks are used to
buy imported goods
• Household debt continues to rise
9
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Survey Methodology and
Presentation Notation
Two surveys were conducted on February 5-8, 2021 and February 26-March 2,
2021. The details of the methodology appear in the appendix. Here is what to look
for in the charts and tables.
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Two Surveys; One Methodology
• In early February, DEFG and Russell
Research surveyed 1000+ utility
customers about household debt,
utility bill payment, and alternative
ways to manage utility bills
• The results were interesting, so we
immediately followed up with an
additional survey, targeting
households earning less than $50,000
per year in income
• Details are provided in Appendix A

Survey #1

Survey #2

Survey Period

February 5-8,
2021

February 26March 2, 2021

Target
Customers

All income
levels

Households
earning <$50K

Number of
Respondents

1,018

609

Statistical
Precision*

± 3.1%

± 4.0%

* In theory, with probability samples of the size indicated, one could say with 95 percent certainty that the results have a statistical precision of plus or minus the statistical precision cited.
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Presentation Notation for Detailed Survey Results
Survey #1, February 5-8, 2021, with 1,018 respondents of all incomes
• Breakout by gender, age (over/under 55), income (over/under $50K), and home ownership

Survey #2, February 26-March 2, 2021, with 609 respondents with income <$50K
• Breakout by age (3 groups), income (4 groups), ethnic background (3 groups), and regions (4)
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Presentation Notation for Detailed Survey Results
When are differences between two numbers
“statistically significant”?
= Indicates a figure is significantly higher than another
data point at a 95% confidence level
The letter(s) next to the box (A, B, C, etc.) refer to the
column(s) containing the lower data point(s)
• For example, in the blue columns:
o With 95% confidence we can state that the number
70, in column F, is significantly larger than the
number 56 in column D
o However, the difference between 61 and 70 in
columns E and F is not statistically significant
o With 95% confidence we can state that the number
82, in column G, is significantly larger than the
number 56 in column D, the number 61 in column E,
and the number 70 in column F
13
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Detailed Survey Results:
Debt and Collections
We asked about the level of concern about debt in the household, whether monthly
bills are fully paid, the estimated amount past due on utility bills, the level of
concern about paying utilities over the next six months, and whether to prioritize
utility bills over rent/mortgage payments
14
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Level of Concern Regarding Household Debt
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F2 Household debt includes anything that commits you to future payments. That may include a student loan,
mortgage, rent (if you are past due on payments), auto loan, credit card (if you have not paid the balance off each month), utility bill (if you are
past due), medical expense (if on a payment plan), and so forth. How concerned are you about your overall household debt?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Payment of Utility Bills During Covid-19 Pandemic
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F1 During the COVID-19 pandemic, nearly every electric, gas, and water utility has adopted a
policy of not disconnecting customers who do not pay the utility bill (not shutting off utility service for non-payment). Which
of the following best describes whether your household has paid utility bills during the COVID-19 pandemic?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Payment of Utility Bills During COVID-19 Pandemic
(Survey #2: <$50K; age & income)

Base: Total Respondents. E1. During the COVID-19 pandemic, nearly every electric, gas, and water utility has adopted a
policy of not disconnecting customers who do not pay the utility bill (not shutting off utility service for non-payment). Which
of the following best describes whether your household has paid utility bills during the COVID-19 pandemic?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Payment of Utility Bills During COVID-19 Pandemic
(Survey #2: <$50K; ethnicity & region)

Base: Total Respondents. E1. During the COVID-19 pandemic, nearly every electric, gas, and water utility has adopted a
policy of not disconnecting customers who do not pay the utility bill (not shutting off utility service for non-payment). Which
of the following best describes whether your household has paid utility bills during the COVID-19 pandemic?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Payment Status of Last Month’s Household Bills
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents Among Those Who Have a Specific Type of Monthly Bill. Q. F4. And, for each of these bills, what was
the status of your payment last month? (The preceding question (which bills do you pay?) appears in Appendix B.)
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Estimated Amount Past Due on Local Utility Bills
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F5. Let’s focus on your local utility bills (electricity, water, natural gas) and whether you are past
due on any payments. What do you estimate as the total amount you are past due on local utility bills?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Estimated Amount Past Due on Local Utility Bills
(Survey #2: <$50K; age & income)

Base: Total Respondents. E5. Let’s focus on your local utility bills (electricity, water, natural gas) and whether you are past
due on any payments. What do you estimate as the total amount you are past due on local utility bills?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Level of Concern Regarding Ability to Stay Current on Utility Bill
Payments Over the Next 6 Months (Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F6. How concerned are you about your household’s ability to stay current on utility bill
payments over the next six months?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Level of Concern Regarding Ability to Stay Current on Utility Bill
Payments Over Next 6 Months (Survey #2: <$50K; age & income)

Base: Total Respondents. E4. How concerned are you about your household’s ability to stay current on utility bill payments
over the next six months?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Mortgage/Rent or Utility Bill First Paid
(Survey #2: <$50K; age & income)

Base: Total Respondents. E7. If you face a choice to pay mortgage/rent, or pay the electric utility bill, which do you pay first?
24
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Detailed Survey Results:
Customer Preferences and Utility Practices
We asked people what they do when they need help with utility bills, whether they
had contacted the utility or the utility had contacted them, and what they expect
their utility company to do, and what best describes how they pay bills
25
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Most Likely Option for Utility Bill Payment Assistance
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F16. If you needed to ask for assistance to pay a utility bill, what would be the most likely option
you would rely on to get help?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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First Thing Would Do If Trouble Paying Utility Bills
(Survey #2: <$50K; age & income)

E6. Many Americans are struggling to pay bills or have concerns about paying their utility bills. If you experience trouble
paying utility bills, what is the first thing you would do?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Customers Contacted Utility About Payment Assistance
(Survey #2: <$50K; age & income)

* Caution, small base size. Base: Total Partially Paid/Did Not Pay Utility Bills. E2. Have you contacted any of your utility
companies (electric, gas or water) in the past year to ask about spreading payments out (a payment plan) or some other
form of bill payment assistance?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Utility Made Contact About Managing Electric Bill
(Survey #2: <$50K; age & income)

Base: Total Respondents. E3. Has your electric utility contacted you about a payment plan, energy assistance, or other
means of helping you manage your electric bill?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Expected Help Given By Utility To Consumer in Need
(Survey #2: <$50K; age & income)

E8. What do you expect your utility company to do if a consumer needs help in paying the utility bill?
30
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Two Statements Best Describe How Customers Pay Bills
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Q. F19. When it comes to paying bills, choose the two statements that best describe you.
31
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Detailed Survey Results:
Alternative Utility Practices
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Importance of Incentives When Deciding Which Household Bills to
Pay First (Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F15. Some households face tradeoffs between paying utility bills and paying other household expenses. If you
received an incentive, such as forgiving some past due amounts, or help to stay current, how important would an incentive be as you decide
which expenses to pay first?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Preferred Alternative Approach to Help Customers Who Are Past
Due on Utility Bills (Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F17. Some utilities are considering alternative approaches to payment arrangements to help
customers who are past due on paying utility bills. Which of the following features would be most helpful if you were past due?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Level of Helpfulness if Utilities Forgive Some Past Due Amounts if Customer
Making Progress in Paying Down Debt (Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F14. Some utilities are considering forgiving some past due amounts if a customer is making
progress in paying down debt. How helpful would that be?
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Summary: Five Alternative Utility Practices

Change
Treatment of
Security
Deposit
© 2021 DEFG LLC

Bar Code
Payment
Option

Pay By Day
Payment
Option

Text To Pay
Payment
Option

Voluntary
Prepayment
Payment
Option*

* The prepayment question included
“Don’t know” as an option to maintain
consistent wording with past surveys.
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Findings, Narrative, and Recommendations
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Findings: Growing Utility Debt Crisis
Americans are increasingly concerned about the overall level of household debt.
It bears remembering that there was a historically high level of consumer debt even
before COVID. One third of the respondents were extremely concerned or very concerned
about household debt. Almost half of younger Americans and renters were extremely or very
concerned.
A significant proportion of respondents (20%) reported that they only made a partial payment
or no payment at all to their utility at some point during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is several
times higher than the historical average. These numbers are higher for younger Americans
(25%) and renters (30%). Among consumers earning less than $50,000, the numbers are
higher: 45% of people ages 18-34; 43% of African Americans; and 49% of Hispanics had trouble
paying utility bills. Among all those earning less than $15,000 per year, it is 38%.
Regarding the payment of last month’s bills and household expenses, there seems to be a
“consequences matrix” of behavior. That is, if there are direct, immediate consequences of
non-payment, bills are more likely to be paid. Mobile phone and Internet service bills were paid
in full by 90% of respondents; utilities, mortgage/rent, and automobile were paid in full 80-85%
of the time; only 40% of respondents paid student loans in full. Younger Americans, lowerincome Americans, and renters were less likely to pay bills in full as compared to their
counterparts.
The average past due amount on utility bills is $139. For younger Americans, the average past
due amount climbs to $173 and for renters it is estimated to be $169. Among consumers
earning less than $50,000, the numbers are higher, and vary greatly by age: it is $200 for
people ages 18-34; $192 for people ages 35-54, and only $38 for people 55 and older.
38
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Findings: Customer Preferences
When presented with six options they might rely on if they needed financial assistance to pay a
utility bill, 36% of respondents would turn to their families and friends first, while 29% of
respondents would turn to their utility. The first thing they would do (among seven choices)
65% say family 36% and utility 29%
When asked about the first thing they do if they are in trouble, one in five (21%) of
respondents would contact the utility to negotiate payments. For those over 55 years, this was
26%. A similar one in five (20%) said the first thing they would do is use the federal stimulus
payment. And about one in six (16%) would rely on “rainy day” funds.
Approximately six out of ten (58%) low-income consumers who have not fully paid all their
utility bills have contacted their utility company to ask for some type of payment assistance.
More than one third (35%) have not contacted the utility. Requests for assistance ranged from
a high of 66-67% among African Americans and Hispanic down to 47% among adults 55 or
older. Those living in the South were the most likely to reach out for help (72%).
On the other hand, only one fourth (26%) have been contacted by their utility companies.
Those most likely to have been contacted were also the ones having the most payment
difficulties – those age 18-34 (33%), having HHI incomes under $35k (27-30%), or African
American (34%) and Hispanic (36%) adults.
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Findings: The Need for Alternative Practices
Among alternative ways that utility companies could help their struggling customers, nearly
half (46%) wanted them to allow a longer period of time to pay. Approximately one third also
felt the utilities should offer customized payment plans (39%), should offer alternative payment
options such as prepayment or weekly payments (34%), or should provide discounts to lowincome households (32%).
Consumer control should be a key driver as utilities reform the services they offer. When asked
about customer preferences for paying utility bills (“what best describes you?”; pick two), the
top responses were control over usage and budget (34%), convenience (33%), reward points or
incentives (33%), and the ability to budget and plan ahead (32%).
Every households makes decisions each month about bill payment, and utilities are in
competition with every other holder of debt. Respondents felt that receiving incentives from a
company would be important as they decided which household expenses to pay first. Given a
scenario where people make a tradeoff between paying their utility bills and paying other
household bills, the majority (75%) felt it would be very or somewhat important in terms of
deciding which bills to pay first if they knew they would receive some type of incentive from
one or more of the companies. These incentives would be significantly more important to
younger adults (83%), those with lower incomes (80%), and renters (83%) as they decide which
bills to pay first.
40
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Findings: Alternative Utility Practices
Customers are receptive to the idea of using partial debt forgiveness to incentivize a customer
who is paying down debt. 56% of customers surveyed felt that partial debt forgiveness would
be “extremely” or “very helpful.” In turn, 75% of respondents indicated that incentives would
be “extremely” or “very important” to them when prioritizing which bills to pay first.
•

39% of the customers were extremely (20%) or very interested (19%) in leveraging the
customer’s security deposit with the utility to cover past due bills. Low-income renters were
especially interested in that option.

•

36% of customers surveyed were either extremely interested (18%) or very interested
(18%) in using a bar code option to pay bills when shopping at their local stores. Younger
men were especially interested.

•

We tested the idea of “pay by day.” This is a fixed-priced, daily charge account option such
as offered by Georgia Power Company. 30% of respondents were either extremely
interested (14%) or very interested (16%). Younger Americans especially liked the option.

•

Text to pay is of growing interest to consumers. 27% of respondents were very interested in
text to pay.

•

There is significant customer interest in a voluntary prepay energy offering (42%). This is
especially true of younger Americans (55%) who have struggled the most to pay bills.
41
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Findings: Recovering the Utility Debt
While prepayment may not be appropriate in every jurisdiction or for every utility, it reveals
lessons about consumer payment preferences. When asked what their preferred amount
would be to put on their prepay account, 42% said under $100 and 58% said over $100. There
was a lot of statistical variance between the demographic clusters, but the message is that
some people prefer paying smaller amounts more frequently.
There was no agreement on what constitutes a fair percentage of what should be put towards
any debt as part of a payment on a customer’s prepay account. The respondents could be
divided up into approximate thirds in selecting “under 25%,” “25-50%,” and “over 50%.”
Prepayment programs frequently apply a percentage of each payment to arrearages. This
approach is highly successful at paying off past due amounts. Cash-constrained customers
manage their usage very closely to keep bills low. They are thrifty and spend less on utility
service. Therefore, they would take longer to pay off any debt, but they typically succeed in
paying off debt.
The lesson is that apply a small portion of each payment to debt can be a successful way to
reduce arrearages. Prepayment is not a prerequisite to this a range of alternative services that
may benefit consumers.
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Narrative
•

There was a historically high level of consumer debt prior to the pandemic.

•

In addition to the growing amount owed, there is an emotional context. Americans are
increasingly concerned about household debt now and into the future.

•

One in five respondents reported making no payment or a partial payment to utilities
during the pandemic. Debt is especially an issue for low-income and minority consumers.

•

The average past due amount on utility bills is $139. Among consumers earning less than
$50,000, it is $200 for people 18-34, $192 for people 35-54, and $38 for people 55 plus. So,
looking at averages alone is not that helpful.

•

Utilities are in competition with every other holder of debt to receive payment. Direct,
immediate consequences of bill non-payment makes bills more likely to be paid.

•

When facing financial trouble, there are a range of approaches people would take;
consumer preferences and awareness differ.

•

Consumers show interest in a range of options including more time to pay, customized
payment plans, prepayment, weekly payments, and other options.

•

There is a business case and customer need for partial debt forgiveness as well as other
options to lower the default rates of payment arrangements and/ or offer alternatives.
43
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Recommendations
• Communicate through appropriate channels and use messaging that respects
demographics (age, ethnicity, income, etc.) and consumer preferences
• Offer awareness and education campaigns on an ongoing basis, especially to
target younger consumer, and especially in the medium of choice: video
• Create new programs and services aligned with how people (especially younger
consumers) prefer to interact with the utility
• Provide a combination of “sticks and carrots” to improve utility bill payment;
traditional negative consequences are well understood, and rewards and
incentive programs can include a range of options such as debt forgiveness
• Create and test alternative service options to allow consumers to interact and
pay in new ways; challenge yourself to determine which offerings increase
customer control over their bills, increase customer convenience, provide a
reward or incentive, and allow the customer to plan and budget in the way they
prefer
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Appendix A – Survey Methodology
Methodology
Statistical Analysis
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Methodology
Survey #1: February 5-8, 2021
The Russell Omnibus was conducted via the internet among 1,018 adults 18 years of age or
older from February 5-8, 2021. Figures for gender, age, and geography were weighted where
necessary to match their actual proportions in the population. The bases shown in this report
are the unweighted bases.
• An invitation to participate in the study was sent by e-mail to panel members who have
agreed to be contacted by Russell Research and interviewed over the Internet.
• Participating respondents were interviewed online at a secure Russell Research URL
programmed for this study.
Sample was provided to Russell Research from a leading sample provider.
All research was carried out in compliance with all relevant legal and ethical requirements
within the market and in compliance with ISO 20252:2019.
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Methodology
Survey #2: February 26-March 2, 2021
The Russell Omnibus was conducted via the internet among 1,029 adults 18 years of age or older
from February 26 – March 2, 2021. Figures for gender, age, and geography were weighted where
necessary to match their actual proportions in the population. The bases shown in this report are
the unweighted bases.
•

The 1,029 omnibus respondents yielded 509 respondents with household incomes of less
than $50k who completed the survey.

•

An additional 100 boost interviewers were conducted among respondents with household
incomes of less than $50k to bring the total sample size up to 609.

An invitation to participate in the study was sent by e-mail to panel members who have agreed
to be contacted by Russell Research and interviewed over the Internet.
•

Participating respondents were interviewed online at a secure Russell Research URL
programmed for this study.

•

Sample was provided to Russell Research from a leading sample provider.

All research was carried out in compliance with all relevant legal and ethical requirements within
the market and in compliance with ISO 20252:2019.
47
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Statistical Analysis
The statistical significance of a result in this survey is the probability that the observed relationship (e.g.,
between variables) or difference (e.g., between means) in a sample occurred by pure chance, and that in the
population from which the sample was drawn, no such relationship or differences exist. Using less technical
terms, one could say that the statistical significance of a result tells us something about the degree to which the
result is "true". More technically, the value of the p-value represents a decreasing index of the reliability of a
result. The higher the p-value, the less we can believe that the observed relation between variables in the
sample is a reliable indicator of the relation between the respective variables in the population. Specifically, the
p-value represents the probability of error that is involved in accepting our observed result as valid, that is, as
"representative of the population." For example, a p-value of .05 (i.e., 1/20) indicates that there is a 5%
probability that the relation between the variables found in our sample is a "fluke.“
The following statistical notation is used throughout the report:
= Indicates figure is significantly higher than other cell at a 95% confidence level (i.e., p-value of .05 or less).
In theory, with probability samples of this size, one could say with 95 percent certainty that the results have a
statistical precision of plus or minus 3.1 percentage points for survey #1 (4.0 percentage points for survey #2) of
what they would be if the entire adult population had been polled with complete accuracy. Unfortunately, there
are several other possible sources of error in all polls or surveys that are probably more serious than theoretical
calculations of sampling error. They include refusals to be interviewed (non-response), question wording and
question order, and weighting. It is impossible to quantify the errors that may result from these factors. This
online survey is not a probability sample.
48
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Appendix B – Survey #1: February 5-8, 2021
Executive Summary
Selected Charts and Tables

Questions
Demographics
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Executive Summary
Survey #1: February 5-8, 2021
To date, during the COVID-19 Pandemic, most consumers have fully paid their utility bills, with more than
eight in ten having done so in the past month. Regardless of payment history, approximately one fourth of
these adults expressed a high level of concern for their ability to stay current with their utility bills over the
next six months. Among those with past due amounts, the average is $139 (higher among younger adults
and those who rent their homes).
• 77% of adults indicated they have fully paid all utility bills during COVID-19. Claims of full payment was
significantly higher among older adults (93% of those age 55+ compared to 71% of those age 18-54),
those with higher incomes (87% who have HH incomes of $50k+ vs. 67% of those with lower incomes),
and homeowners (87% vs. 65% of those who rent their homes).
• Among those who have a monthly utility bill, 85% paid their last month’s bill in full, with those most
likely to make full payment being men (89% vs. 82% of women), older adults (95% of those 55+ vs.
80% those under 55), higher income households (92% of those with $50k or higher HHI vs. 76% with
lower incomes), and homeowners (93% vs. 72% of renters).
o Conversely 12% partially paid their last month’s utility bills, with women (15%), adults under 55
(16%), those with lower incomes (19%), and renters (23%) the most likely to have not paid their
bills in full.
• $139 was the estimated average amount due among those who have not been fully paying their utility
bills. Younger adults owed significantly higher amounts ($173 vs. $52 for the older adults), as did those
who rented their homes ($169 vs. $124 among homeowners).
• And while half of these adults were not overly concerned about keeping current with their utility bills
over the next six months, approximately one fourth (28%) were very concerned (rated 4 or 5 on a 5point scale). Concern was significantly higher among the younger adults (35% gave a T-2-B rating
compared to only 8% of older adults), those with lower incomes (33% vs. 24% with HHI of $50k+), and
renters (34% vs. 24% of homeowners).
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Executive Summary (continued)
Survey #1: February 5-8
When thinking about paying down past due amounts to their utility company, consumers felt that applying
an average of 40% of a payment towards their debt would be a fair amount. At least half of them also felt
that it would be helpful if utilities forgave some past due amounts if a customer is making progress in paying
down that debt. Additionally, they felt that receiving incentives from a company would be important as they
decided which household expenses to pay first.
• While the average amount to apply towards a past due amount was 42%, more than one third
indicated an amount under 25% (37%) or between 25% and 50% (36%).
o Women (41% vs. 33% of men) and those with the lowest household incomes (40% vs. 34% of
higher income households) were the most likely to feel comfortable applying less than 25% of a
current payment to outstanding debt.
• 56% felt it would be helpful (rated 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale) if utility companies would consider
forgiving some past due amounts if they were making progress in paying down their debt, with the
younger adults (59% vs. 48% of those 55+) and renters (60% vs. 53% of homeowners) most likely to
feel this way.
• Given a scenario where people have to make a tradeoff between paying their utility bills and other
household bills, the majority (75%) felt it would be at least somewhat important in terms of deciding
which bills to pay first if they knew they would receive some type of incentive from one or more of the
companies they owed money to.
o Similar to other measures related to paying bills, these incentives would be significantly more
important to younger adults (83%), those with lower incomes (80%), and renters (83%) as they
decided which bills to pay first.
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Executive Summary (continued)
Survey #1: February 5-8
If someone actually did need assistance paying their utility bills, they would be most likely to turn to
family/friends, followed by the utility company itself.
• 36% of adults would most likely turn to a family member or friend if they needed help paying a utility
bill, while nearly a third (29%) would go directly to the utility company. Local community
centers/assistance agencies (16%) or charitable organizations (11%) were mentioned much less often.
In terms of ways utility companies could actually help, the two most frequently selected (from among the
options presented) were being able to pay the past due amount over a longer time period and receiving a
discount tied to an on-time bill payment. When asked specifically about changes in policy that would allow
security deposits to be used to help manage past-due amounts, four out of ten would be interested in that
option as well.
• Of four utility sponsored payment arrangements presented, nearly one fourth (22%) would prefer
being able to pay the amount they owe over a longer period of time or to receive a discount tied to
on-time bill payments. Another one fourth had no opinion regarding these options.
• Allowing changes to how utility companies treat the security deposits they hold so they could be used
to better manage past-due utility bills was of most interest to men (43% top-2-box rating on a 5-point
scale vs. 36% female), younger adults (46% vs. 21% age 55+), lower income households (44% vs. 37%
with $50k+ HHI), and renters (47% vs. 34%).
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Executive Summary (continued)
Survey #1: February 5-8
Three new payment options were presented – one where consumers could pay for their electricity at a local
convenience or grocery store by having a “bar code” on their electric bill scanned at the check-out counter,
one where they could choose to lock in a “daily rate” (i.e., $5 per day), and a third option where payments
could be made by sending a text message (“text to pay”). Between one quarter and one third of these adults
indicated that they would be extremely or very interested in these new options.
• Of the three options, interest was highest for the bar code option, with 35% of survey respondents
expressing a high level of interest for it. Interest was significantly higher among men (38% vs. 32% of
women), younger adults (43% vs. 13% of those 55+) and renters (40% vs. 33% of owners).
• Nearly one third (30%) also expressed a high level of interest in the “pay by day” option. Interest for
this billing method was also significantly higher among men (34% vs. 25% of women), younger adults
(38% vs. 9% of those 55+) and renters (36% vs. 26% of owners).
• The lowest level of interest was shown for the text to pay option, with 27% expressing a high level of
interest. The younger adults were significantly more interested in this payment option compared to
those 55 or older (36% vs. 6%).
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Executive Summary (continued)
Survey #1: February 5-8
In general, one third of American households appear concerned about their overall household debt. Most
households have monthly bills for mobile phones, utilities, internet/cable, and credit cards. In addition,
younger adults are also paying monthly rent and student loans at a higher rate than older adults, while older
adults have a higher level of medical bills to pay.
• One third of adults expressed a high level of concern (rated 4/5 on a 5-point scale) regarding their
monthly bills. Those with the highest levels of concern are younger (40% vs.16% of those 55+), have
lower incomes (39% vs. 28% with $50k HHI), and renters (40% vs. 28% of homeowners.
• Overall, approximately three fourths are paying monthly for their mobile phones (79%), utilities (78%),
and internet/cable (76%). Nearly two thirds also have monthly credit card bills.
o Younger adults are also significantly more likely to be paying rent each month (45% vs. 21% of
older adults), as well as student loans (30% vs. 3% of those 55+). Conversely, older adults are
paying monthly medical expenses significantly more often than their younger counterparts
(41% vs. 26% of those 55 or younger).
Mobile phones, internet/cable, and utilities are the most likely of the monthly bills to be paid in full (“last
month”), while student loans, medical bills, and credit cards were the least likely to be paid in full (with
student loans the most likely to not have been paid at all).
Approximately one third of these adults included: “I like having control of my power usage and budget”; “I
like the convenience of paying my utility bill”; “I wish my utility would offer incentives toward my account”;
and “I usually try to budget and plan ahead for the cost of power” among the two statements they felt best
described them.
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Monthly Household Bills
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Q. F3. Which, if any, of the following types of monthly bills do you have in your household?
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Payment Status of Last Month’s Bill (“Paid In Full”)
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Q. F4. And, for each of these bills, what was the status of your payment last month?
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Payment Status of Last Month’s Bill (“Paid It Partially”)
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Q. F4. And, for each of these bills, what was the status of your payment last month?
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Payment Status of Last Month’s Bill (“Did Not Pay It”)
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Q. F4. And, for each of these bills, what was the status of your payment last month?
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Interest in “Changes in Treatment of Security Deposit” to Allow
Better Management of Past Due Bills (Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F18. How interested would you be in changes that allow your utility to treat your security
deposit in a manner that would allow you to better manage past-due utility bills?
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Interest in “Bar Code” Payment Option
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F20. If your local utility or provider were to offer a bar code option for consumers, how
interested would you be?
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Interest in “Pay By Day” Payment Option
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F21. If your local utility or provider were to offer a “pay by day” option for consumers, how
interested would you be?
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Interest in “Text To Pay” Payment Option
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F22. If your local utility or provider were to offer a “text to pay” option for consumers, how
interested would you be?
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Interest in “Voluntary Prepayment” Payment Option
(Survey #1: all income levels)

Base: Total Respondents. Q. F9. If your local utility or provider were to offer a voluntary prepaid option for consumers, how
interested would you be?
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“Typical Amount Comfortable Making” for Payment to Prepay
Account (Survey #1: all income levels)

Q. F12. With prepay you can make as many payments in a month as you wish. What would be the typical payment amount
you would be comfortable in making?
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“Fair Percent” of Payment to Prepay Account to Apply Towards Past
Due Utility Bills (Survey #1: all income levels)

Q. F13. If you were paying down past due debt with a portion of each utility bill payment, what percentage of your total
payment would be fair to apply to your debt first, leaving the remainder for your current bill?
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Survey Questions
Survey #1: February 5-8, 2021
Q1

Q3

During the COVID-19 pandemic, nearly every electric, gas, and water utility has adopted a policy
of not disconnecting customers who do not pay the utility bill (not shutting off utility service for
non-payment). Which of the following best describes whether your household has paid utility
bills during the COVID-19 pandemic?
•
We have fully paid all utility bills
•
We have partially paid some utility bills
•
We have fully paid some utility bills and not paid other utility bills
•
We have not paid any utility bills
•
Unsure

Which, if any, of the following types of monthly bills do you have in your household?
•
Student loans
•
Home mortgage
•
Rent
•
Automobile loans
•
Credit cards
•
Utility bills
•
Internet/cable bill
•
Mobile phones
•
Medical expenses
•
Other

Q2
Household debt includes anything that commits you to future payments. That may include a
student loan, mortgage, rent (if you are past due on payments), auto loan, credit card (if you
have not paid the balance off each month), utility bill (if you are past due), medical expense (if
on a payment plan), and so forth. How concerned are you about your overall household debt?
(Answer on a scale of 1 to 5 where “1” is “not at all concerned” and “5” is “extremely
concerned.”)
•
1 not at all concerned.
•
2
•
3
•
4
•
5 extremely concerned.

Q4
And, for each of these bills, what was the status of your payment last month? (Choose: Did not
pay it; Paid partially; Paid in full.)
•
Student loans
•
Home mortgage
•
Rent
•
Automobile loans
•
Credit cards
•
Utility bills
•
Internet/cable bill
•
Mobile phones
•
Medical expenses
•
Other
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Survey Questions (continued)
Survey #1: February 5-8
Q5
Let’s focus on your local utility bills (electricity, water, natural gas) and whether you are past due
on any payments. What do you estimate as the total amount you are past due on local utility
bills? (Select one.)
•
Zero (not past due)
•
$1 - $100
•
$101 - $250
•
$251 - $500
•
$501 - $1,000
•
$1001 or more

Q8
(If “yes” to the prior question, then also ask the following question.)
How would you generally rate your satisfaction with using prepayment as an option to make
purchases or contract for services?
•
Very satisfied
•
Somewhat satisfied
•
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
•
Somewhat dissatisfied
•
Very dissatisfied
•
Don’t Know / No Opinion

Q6
How concerned are you about your household’s ability to stay current on utility bill payments
over the next six months? (Answer on a scale of 1 to 5 where “1” is “not at all concerned” and
“5” is “very concerned.”)
•
1 not at all concerned.
•
2
•
3
•
4
•
5 very concerned.

Q9
A growing number of local utilities (electric and gas) or service providers are offering voluntary
prepaid energy service to consumers. Under this option, you would choose to pay upfront
anytime you wanted before you used the energy rather than paying your bill at the end of the
month after you used the service. Reasons for possibly using prepaid energy would include to
help manage your utility bill or avoiding unexpected high bills. You would always be able to
check the balance remaining in your prepaid account. If your local utility or provider were to
offer a voluntary prepaid option for consumers, how interested would you be?
•
Extremely interested
•
Very interested
•
Interested
•
Somewhat interested
•
Not at all interested
•
Don’t Know / No Opinion

Q7
Have you ever used or purchased a prepaid card (e.g., payroll, transit/ metro card, gift or
reloadable), prepaid wireless phone service plan or any other service that you paid before you
used the good or service?
•
Yes
•
No
•
Don’t Know / No Opinion
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Survey Questions (continued)
Survey #1: February 5-8
Q10
From your perspective, what would be the top two benefits of prepaying for energy service?
(Select two. Randomize.)
•
It eliminates surprises on the size of the utility bill
•
There is no need to make a security deposit to start service
•
You can apply the existing security deposit to pay any past due amount
•
It is an alternative to making a utility payment arrangement
•
It is a way to simultaneously keep lights on and pay down debt in small amounts
•
It improves family budgeting
•
I get control over my usage and cost
Q11
If you were going to use prepay energy for utility service, how would you want to receive
notifications or payment confirmations? (Select one. Randomize.)
•
Text or SMS
•
Phone app
•
E-mail
•
Mail
•
Phone Call
•
Online account
Q12
With prepay you can make as many payments in a month as you wish. What would be the typical
payment amount you would be comfortable in making? (Open ended. Enter a dollar amount.)
Q13
If you were paying down past due debt with a portion of each utility bill payment, what
percentage of your total payment would be fair to apply to your debt first, leaving the remainder
for your current bill? (Open ended. Enter a percent of your total payment.)

Q14
Some utilities are considering forgiving some past due amounts if a customer is making progress
in paying down debt. How helpful would that be? (Answer on a scale of 1 to 5 where “1” is “not
at all helpful” and “5” is “very helpful.”)
•
1 not at all helpful.
•
2
•
3
•
4
•
5 very helpful.
Q15
Some households face tradeoffs between paying utility bills and paying other household
expenses. If you received an incentive, such as forgiving some past due amounts, or help to stay
current, how important would an incentive be as you decide which expenses to pay first?
•
Very important
•
Somewhat important
•
Not at all important
•
Don’t Know / No Opinion
Q16
If you needed to ask for assistance to pay a utility bill, what would be the most likely option you
would rely on to get help? (Select one. Randomize.)
•
Government program
•
Utility
•
Family member or friend
•
Local community center or assistance agency
•
Charitable organization
•
Crowdfunding
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Survey Questions (continued)
Survey #1: February 5-8
Q17
Some utilities are considering alternative approaches to payment arrangements to help
customers who are past due on paying utility bills. Which of the following features would be
most helpful if you were past due? (Select one. Randomize.)
•
Pay the past due amount over a longer period of time
•
Receive a discount tied to on-time utility bill payment
•
Lock in fixed payment combining what is owed with future bills
•
Prepay for service and apply 25% of all payments to past due amounts until paid off
•
Don’t Know / No Opinion
Q18
How interested would you be in changes that allow your utility to treat your security deposit
in a manner that would allow you to better manage past-due utility bills? (Answer on a scale
of 1 to 5 where “1” is “not at all interested” and “5” is “very interested.”)
•
1 not at all interested.
•
2
•
3
•
4
•
5 very interested.
Q19
When it comes to paying bills, choose the two statements that best describe you. (Choose
your top two responses.)
•
I like having control of my power usage and budget
•
I usually try to budget and plan ahead for the cost of power
•
I like the conveniences for paying my utility bill
•
I have difficulty keeping track of the amount of power that is being used
•
Energy cost fluctuations between summer months and winter months are difficult to
predict
•
If my utility gave me recommendations for reducing my monthly costs, I would use
them
•
I wish my utility would offer incentives toward my account.

Q20
A new option for paying your utility bill is to use a bar code on your utility bill when checking out at your local
convenience store or grocery store. You would simply scan the bar code and it would be added to the total
along with your groceries or whatever else you are buying. This bill pay option means that you no longer would
need to send a separate check or make an electronic payment to your utility. Your utility bill would
automatically be paid. If your local utility or provider were to offer a bar code option for consumers, how
interested would you be?
•
Extremely interested
•
Very interested
•
Interested
•
Somewhat interested
•
Not at all interested
Q21
A few local utilities (electric and gas) or service providers are also thinking of offering a new option called “pay
by day” that allows you to lock in a daily price for an entire year. So, you would be paying a fixed amount, e.g.,
$5 a day, rather than guessing what your bill might be at the end of the month. If your local utility or provider
were to offer a “pay by day” option for consumers, how interested would you be?
•
Extremely interested
•
Very interested
•
Interested
•
Somewhat interested
•
Not at all interested
Q22
A growing number of customers like to pay their bills through “text to pay” by sending a payment via a text
message using their mobile phone. If your local utility or provider were to offer a “text to pay” option for
consumers, how interested would you be?
•
Extremely interested
•
Very interested
•
Interested
•
Somewhat interested
•
Not at all interested
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Demographics
Survey #1: February 5-8, 2021
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Demographics (continued)
Survey #1: February 5-8
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Demographics (continued)
Survey #1: February 5-8
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Appendix C – Survey #2: February 26 –
March 2, 2021
Executive Summary
Selected Charts and Tables

Questions
Demographics
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Executive Summary
Survey #2: February 28-March 2
COVID-19 has impacted the ability of low-income consumers to pay their utility bills, most notably among
younger adults, those with the lowest incomes, and those who are not considered Caucasian. However, at
least half of them are still able to fully pay those bills. And while many of them have reached out to the
utility companies for help, a much smaller percentage indicated that those companies have contacted them
directly regarding offers to help them manage their bills.
•

Overall, nearly one third (29%) of these low-income adults have not been able to fully pay all of their
utility bills during the COVID-19 pandemic. Those least able to fully pay these bills are under age 55 (45%
of those age 18-34 and 35% of those age 35-54) or in households with less than $35,000 (38% with HHI
under $15k, 36% with HHI of $15-$24k, and 30% with HHI of $25-$34k). Between 40% and 50% of
African Americans and Hispanics have also not been able to fully pay all their utility bills.
• Conversely the vast majority of adults age 55 or older have fully paid their utility bills (90%), as
have those with household incomes of $35-$49k (82%). Caucasians were also significantly more
likely to have fully paid their utility bills compared to African Americans or Hispanics (76% vs. 53%
and 47% respectively).

•

Approximately six out of ten low-income consumers who have not fully paid all their utility bills have
contacted their utility company to ask for some type of payment assistance. Requests for assistance
ranged from a high of 66-67% among African Americans and Hispanic down to 47% among adults 55 or
older. There were, however, no significant differences in contact levels between the various demographic
segments. Interestingly, those living in the South were the most likely to reach out for help (72%).

•

On the other hand, only one forth have been contacted by their utility companies. Those most likely to
have been contacted were also the ones having the most payment difficulties – those age 18-34 (33%),
having HHI incomes under $35k (27-30%), or African American (34%) and Hispanic (36%) adults.
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Executive Summary (continued)
Survey #2: February 28-March 2
There remains a high level of concern for being able to stay current on their utility bills over the next six
months, especially among younger consumers, those with the lowest household incomes, and nonCaucasians.
•

In general, among these low-income consumers, 31% are very concerned about their ability to stay
current over the next six months (assigning a rating of 4 or 5 on a five-point scale). This level of concern
was significantly higher for the youngest adults (40% of those 18-54 vs. 15% of those age 55+), those
with incomes under $25k (38% compared to 27% among HHI of $25-$34k and 26% among HHI of $35$49K), and non-Caucasian adults (39% for Hispanics and 42% for African Americans vs. 27% of
Caucasians).

Among these low-income Americans the average amount owed on their past due utility bills is $140, with
close to 20% owing amounts over $250. As with the other measures the youngest, lowest income adults, and
minorities owe the largest amounts.
•

The younger adults (under age 55) owe an average of $200 in past due bills (compared to only $38 owed
by those age 55+). Similarly, those with HHI of under $15k have past due bills averaging $178, compared
to $120-$140 for those in households of $15-$49k. And the African American or Hispanic adults owe
between $161 and $172 compared to $119 for the Caucasian adults.
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Executive Summary (continued)
Survey #2: February 28-March 2
When shown a list of options and asked what would be the first thing they would do if they had trouble
paying utility bills, the most common responses were to contact their utility to negotiate payments, use their
Federal stimulus check, or use their savings or “rainy day” funds. Friends/family members and places of
worship were not considered a first option by many low-income adults.
•

Approximately 20% would consider contacting the utility or using their Federal stimulus check to be their
first course of action. An additional 16% would use savings. Less than 10% mentioned an energy
assistance agency, personal contacts, or places of worship as the first place they would turn to for help.

•

Some differences were seen based on demographics, but only among those secondary sources of help.
Those under 55 were more likely than older adults to contacts friends/family (8-13% vs. 2%) or places of
worship (3-6% vs. 0%) for help. Those with incomes under $35k were more likely to turn to energy
assistance agencies (9-16% vs. 3% of those with HHI of $35-$49k). A church or other place of worship
was also mentioned more frequently by those with HHI under $25k (5-9% vs. 1% of those with HHI of
$25-49k). And Caucasians were the least likely to turn to a place of worship compared to African
Americans or Hispanics (2% vs. 7%).

When asked to choose between their mortgage/rent or utility bill, more than half would pay their mortgage
or rent first (59% mortgage/rent vs. 27% utilities – with 14% undecided).
Among alternative ways that utility companies could help their struggling customers, nearly half wanted
them to allow a longer period of time to pay. Approximately one third also felt the utilities should offer
customized payment plans, alternative payment options (i.e., pre-payments or weekly payments) or provide
discounts to certain low-income households.
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Estimated Amount Past Due on Local Utility Bills
(Survey #2: <$50K; ethnicity & region)

Base: Total Respondents. E5. Let’s focus on your local utility bills (electricity, water, natural gas) and whether you are past
due on any payments. What do you estimate as the total amount you are past due on local utility bills?
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Level of Concern Regarding Ability to Stay Current on Utility Bill
Payments Over Next 6 Months (Survey #2: <$50K; ethnicity &
region)

Base: Total Respondents. E4. How concerned are you about your household’s ability to stay current on utility bill payments
over the next six months?
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Forced Choice – Mortgage/Rent or Utility Bill First
(Survey #2: <$50K; ethnicity & region)

Base: Total Respondents. E7. If you face a choice to pay mortgage/rent, or pay the electric utility bill, which do you pay first?
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First Thing Would Do If Trouble Paying Utility Bills
(Survey #2: <$50K; ethnicity & region)

E6. Many Americans are struggling to pay bills or have concerns about paying their utility bills. If you experience trouble
paying utility bills, what is the first thing you would do?
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Contacted Utility About Payment Assistance
(Survey #2: <$50K; ethnicity & region)

* Caution, small base size. Base: Total Partially Paid/Did Not Pay Utility Bills. E2. Have you contacted any of your utility
companies (electric, gas or water) in the past year to ask about spreading payments out (a payment plan) or some other
form of bill payment assistance?
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Utility Made Contact About Managing Electric Bill
(Survey #2: <$50K; ethnicity & region)

Base: Total Respondents. E3. Has your electric utility contacted you about a payment plan, energy assistance, or other
means of helping you manage your electric bill?
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Expected Help Given By Utility To Consumer in Need
(Survey #2: <$50K; ethnicity & region)

E8. What do you expect your utility company to do if a consumer needs help in paying the utility bill?
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Survey Questions
Survey 2: February 28-March 2, 2021
Russell Research targets Americans with household
incomes of less than $50,000. The survey report
includes the following breakouts:
•
Under $15K
•
$15,000 – 24,999
•
$25,000 – 34,999
•
$35,000 – 49,999
Q1
During the COVID-19 pandemic, nearly every electric,
gas, and water utility has adopted a policy of not
disconnecting customers who do not pay the utility bill
(not shutting off utility service for non-payment).
Which of the following best describes whether your
household has paid utility bills during the COVID-19
pandemic?
•
We have fully paid all utility bills
•
We have partially paid some utility bills
•
We have fully paid some utility bills and not paid
other utility bills
•
We have not paid any utility bills
•
Unsure

Q2
(If the respondent expressed trouble paying utility bills in the prior question; that is, responded with “have
partially paid,” “fully paid some utility bills/ not paid others,” or “have not paid”), then ask this question.)
Have you contacted any of your utility companies (electric, gas, or water) in the past year to ask about
spreading payments out (a payment plan) or some other form of bill payment assistance?
•
Yes
•
No
•
Don’t Know / No Opinion
Q3
Has your electric utility contacted you about payment plans, energy assistance, or other means of helping you
manage your electric bill?
•
Yes
•
No
•
Don’t Know / No Opinion
Q4
How concerned are you about your household’s ability to stay current on utility bill payments over the next
six months? (Answer on a scale of 1 to 5 where “1” is “not at all concerned” and “5” is “very concerned.”)
•
1 not at all concerned.
•
2
•
3
•
4
•
5 very concerned.
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Survey Questions (continued)
Survey 2: Feb. 28-Mar. 2
Q5
Let’s focus on your local utility bills (electricity, water, natural gas) and whether you are
past due on any payments. What do you estimate as the total amount you are past due
on local utility bills? (Select one.)
•
Zero (not past due)
•
$1 - $100
•
$101 - $250
•
$251 - $500
•
$501 - $1,000
•
$1001 or more
Q6
Many Americans are struggling to pay bills or have concerns about paying their utility
bills. If you experience trouble paying utility bills, what is the first thing you do?
•
Contact the utility for information
•
Contact the utility to negotiate payments
•
Contact an energy assistance agency
•
Contact a friend or family member to ask for help
•
Contact a church or place of worship to ask for help
•
Use my federal stimulus check
•
Use my savings or “rainy day” funds
•
Don't Know / No Opinion

Q7
If you face a choice to pay mortgage/rent, or pay the electric utility bill,
which do you pay first?
•
My mortgage or rent is paid first
•
My electric utility bill is paid first
•
Don't Know / No Opinion
Q8
What do you expect your utility company to do if a consumer needs help
in paying the utility bill? (Check all that apply.)
•
Allow a longer period of time to pay
•
Provide a discount to certain low-income households
•
Provide information about social welfare and assistance programs
•
Forgive some of the debt if the consumer begins to pay all bills on
time
•
Offer alternative payment options (prepayment or weekly
payment)
•
Customize a payment plan to consumer preferences
•
Don’t Know / No Opinion
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Demographics
Survey #2: February 28-March 2, 2021
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Demographics (continued)
Survey #2: Feb. 28-Mar. 2
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Demographics (continued)
Survey #2: Feb. 28-Mar. 2
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Demographics (continued)
Survey #2: Feb. 28-Mar. 2
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Demographics (continued)
Survey #2: Feb. 28-Mar. 2
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Demographics (continued)
Survey #2: Feb. 28-Mar. 2
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Contacts

Jamie Wimberly, CEO, DEFG
jwimberly@defgllc.com
Nat Treadway, Managing Partner, DEFG LLC
ntreadway@defgllc.com
DEFG is a customer insights and advisory firm in
the utility space. Through collaborative
research, data analysis and peer-to-peer
networking, we help our clients achieve ways to
better serve their customers.
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